Multilateral Trade Negotiations

Group "Non-Tariff Measures"
Sub-Group "Subsidies and Countervailing Duties"

SUBSIDIES/COUNTERVAILING MEASURES

Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI and XXIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

Corrigendum

Page 4, footnote 3
- replace "juridical" by "juridical"
- replace "initited" by "initiated"

Page 10, Article 4:5(b) fourth line
- replace "exports" by "exporters"

Page 11, Article 4:6
- the second sentence should read:
  "In case of violation of undertakings, the authorities of the importing country may take expeditious actions under this Agreement in conformity with its provisions which may constitute immediate application of provisional measures using the best information available".

Page 16
- footnote 1 refers to the word "related" in the third line of Article 6:5

Page 22, Article 11:2 seventh line
- replace "are granted on non-commercial terms" by "would adversely affect the conditions of normal competition"

Page 26, Article 14:7 fourth line
- delete "bound"

Page 33, footnote 1
- replace "as appropriate" by "where appropriate"

Page 42, Note (5)
- delete "," after ... in principle
- insert "," after ... insurance programmes